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Si interband tunnel diodes have been successfully fabricated by molecular beam epitaxy and room
temperature peak-to-valley current ratios of 1.7 have been achieved. The diodes consist of opposing
n- andp-typed-doped injectors separated by an intrinsic Si spacer. A ‘‘p-on-n’’ configuration was
achieved for the first time using a novel low temperature growth technique that exploits the strong
surface segregation behavior of Sb, then-type dopant, to produce sharp delta-doped profiles
adjacent to the intrinsic Si spacer. ©2001 American Vacuum Society.@DOI: 10.1116/1.1339011#
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I. INTRODUCTION

Recently there has been significant activity pursuing ro
temperature operation of Si and SiGe interband tun
diodes.1–5 The devices are particularly attractive for integr
tion with Si-based microelectronic circuits and continu
progress has seen the peak-to-valley current ratio~PVCR!
exceed 5. The structure first demonstrated by Rommelet al.1

consists of diametricaln- and p-type d-doped layers sepa
rated by a narrow intrinsic barrier layer with similarities
an Esaki tunnel diode. To date, these devices have b
grown by molecular beam epitaxy~MBE! in an ‘‘n-on-p’’
configuration, i.e., with then-type d-doped layer grownlast
to avoid segregation of the dopant~either Sb or P! into the
barrier layer even at the very low growth temperatu
~<400 °C! commonly used. Thep-type dopant B exhibits
significantly less surface segregation and well control
d-doped profiles are routinely grown. To increase the ver
tility of these devices and produce complementary tun
diode structures, a novel growth technique is reported h
for the fabrication of ‘‘p-on-n’’ interband tunnel diodes. The
technique exploits surface segregation properties of Sb
ing Si MBE growth to produce sharpd-doped profiles adja-
cent toand preceding the intrinsic barrier layer.

Achieving sharp, arbitraryn-type doping profiles during
Si and SiGe MBE is challenging and several approac
have been investigated to overcome the high surface se
gation ratio of P, As, and Sb.6 Such approaches include lo
temperature MBE,7 ‘‘buildup,’’ and ‘‘flash-off’’, 8 andin situ
ion implantation.9 Each has its limitations and for the latte
technique it is one primarily of cost and complexity. Lo
temperature epitaxy~LTE! is a simple technique where th
low growth temperature kinetically limits surface segreg
tion processes. Film quality is however compromised in
turn for achieving active Sb doping levels in excess of
31020cm23. LTE is most useful for producing low resis
tance contact layers since these layers are typically gr
last in the layer sequence and do not jeopardize the integ

a!Electronic mail: hobart@nrl.navy.mil
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of preceding layers. For the ‘‘n-on-p’’ tunnel diodes reported
previously, sharpn-typed-doping profiles are produced wit
LTE by interrupting growth, depositing a partial monolay
of either Sb or P, and resuming epitaxy. Surface segrega
of n-type dopants decreases significantly at low tempera
but still exists and leads to a significant segregation ‘‘ta
following growth of thed-doped layer. Buildup and flash-of
techniques were employed in the infancy of Si MBE and
the terms imply involve building up certain coverage of do
ant on the surface during a growth interruption, growing
given Si film thickness, and finally raising the substrate te
perature to desorb the excess dopant. The technique in
produces sharp doping profiles although the high tempera
step leads to undesirable dopant diffusion and constrains
maximum carrier concentration to solid solubility limits.10

For the tunnel diodes described here minimizing diffusion
critical. The strong temperature dependence of the sur
segregation ratio has been exploited to obtain sharpn-type
d-doped layers without the parasitic dopant tail. Figure
shows the measured surface segregation ratior ~ratio of sur-
faceNSurf to bulk NBulk dopant concentrations! of Sb in Si as
a function of growth temperature. It can be seen that
surface segregation can be manipulated over 320–550 °C
a potential four-orders-of-magnitude reduction in dopant
corporation. Additionally, there is a second effect that
duces the surface segregation ratio by up to a factor of
high dopant surface coverages reduce the surface free en
and the driving force for surface segregation, leading to
self-limiting segregation phenomenon.11 This effect lowers
the low temperature~,400 °C! portion of the curve in Fig. 1
by nearly ten times for surface concentrations exceed
2 – 331014cm22.7 In this work, these phenomena are e
ploited and low temperatures~320 °C! are employed to in-
corporate Sb intod-doped layers. The dopant tail is virtuall
eliminated by cycling to moderate substrate temperatu
~550 °C! that considerably reduce Sb incorporation, induci
residual dopant to ‘‘float’’ on the growing surface while s
multaneously minimizing dopant diffusion.
2901Õ19„1…Õ290Õ4Õ$18.00 ©2001 American Vacuum Society
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II. EXPERIMENT

The growths were performed in a MBE system equipp
with solid source electron beam heated Si and Ge crucib
Sb was evaporated from a conventional effusion cell an
from a high-temperature effusion cell. Growth temperat
was controlled by a pyrometer and calibrated by Au–Si a
Al–Si eutectic points. For all the growth experiments d
scribed below, 75 mm 0.01V cm Sb-doped Si~100! wafers
were used. All wafers were cleaned with an HF-la
process12 and immediately loaded into the vacuum chamb
A schematic cross section of the layer structure is show
Fig. 2. Si buffer layer growth was initiated at 650 °C and
10 nm buffer was grown at which point another 10 nm of
was grown while the substrate temperature was ram
down to 450 °C. At this point growth was interrupted for th
Sb d doping. The temperature was lowered from 450
320 °C while 331014cm22 Sb was deposited. Growth wa
resumed at 320 °C following Sb deposition and a thickn
L152 or 5 nm of Si was grown. The growth was aga
interrupted and the temperature increased to 550 °C at w
point growth was resumed and a thicknessL253, 6, or 9 nm

FIG. 1. Measured steady-state surface segregation ratio of Sb in Si
function of growth temperature. The surface segregation ratio is define
the ratio of surface to bulk dopant concentrations and the measured da
for dilute surface concentrations (<131014 cm22).
JVST B - Microelectronics and Nanometer Structures
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of Si was grown. Growth was then interrupted for Bd dop-
ing and 331014cm22 B was deposited. Growth was re
sumed and an undoped 20 nm Si layer was grown follow
by a 50 nmp1 cap doped 131020cm23. Portions of each
wafer were given a 650 °C 60 s rapid thermal treatment th
in the past, has been shown to achieve the highest neg
differential resistance~NDR!.

Simple mesas diodes were fabricated by first delinea
circular Ti/Au contacts by lift-off lithography. The metal wa
also the self-aligned mask for subsequent plasma etchin
isolate individual diodes with as-drawn diameters of 10,
and 50mm. Backside Al provided contact to then1 sub-
strate. Devices were characterized by current–voltage (I –V)
measurements at room temperature. The dopant profiles
also characterized by secondary ion mass spectrom
~SIMS!, using an O2

1 ion beam with a primary impact energ
of 3 keV at an incidence angle of 52° from normal.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The strong increase in Sb surface segregation that is
tained by raising the substrate temperature from 320
550 °C provides a corresponding reduction in dopant inc
poration and thus doping concentration. Figure 3 show
comparison of several SIMS profiles of diode structures
illustrate the efficacy of the thermal cycling approach. T
effect of the parameterL1 can be seen by comparing the S
profiles of twop-on-n tunnel diodes withL155 nm andL2

53 nm @Fig. 3~a!# andL152 nm andL253 nm @Fig. 3~b!#.

FIG. 2. Schematic cross section of the tunnel diode showing the M
growth variablesL1 andL2 .
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TABLE I. Nominal layer specifications, measuredd-doping peak separation, integrated Sb and Bd-doping
concentrations, peak tunnel current density, and peak-to-valley current ratio~PVCR! of tunnel diodes in this
study. The measuredd-doping peak separation and integrated Sb and Bd-doping concentrations were average
over two SIMS profiles except for sample No. 2/3 where only one run was performed. Measurement
tainties are61 nm for the peak separation,620% for the doping concentrations, and better than 1 part in4

for the electrical measurements.

Sample
No.

L1

~nm!
L2

~nm!

Measured
peak

separation
~nm!

Measured
Sb d conc.

31014 cm22

Measured
B d conc

31014 cm22

Ave.
peak

current
density
~A/cm2!

Ave.
PVCR

2/3 2 3 4.0 0.82 2.5 2891 1.4
2/6 2 6 7.7 1.1 2.6 115 1.2
5/3 5 3 7.4 2.1 2.4 2569 1.7
5/6 5 6 9.7 1.8 2.5 15 1.2
5/9 5 9 13.8 2.4 2.4 ,10 N/A
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Table I gives the layer parameters, the measured integr
dose of the Sb, and Bd-doping profiles, measured peak sep
ration, and diode characteristics, which are discussed be
Figure 3 and Table I show that by increasing the param
L1 from 2 to 5 nm, the incorporation of Sb increases
approximately a factor of 2 and approaches the nominal d
(331014cm22). The measured Bd dose is invariant as ex
pected. Figure 3~c! is a typicaln-on-p tunnel diode grown by
LTE at a growth temperature of 320 °C and is shown
illustrate the improvement in abruptness of the Sb pro
using the thermal cycling technique developed here. It can
seen that the broad tail is eliminated. Quantitative assessm
of the profile abruptness using SIMS is difficult. Even for t
conditions used here, SIMS-induced broadening masks
true d-doping profiles which are known to be much sharp
than shown in Fig. 3.

The actual Sb doping concentration can be predicted f

FIG. 3. SIMS profiles for twop-on-n tunnel diodes with:~a! L155 nm and
L253 nm, ~b! L152 nm, andL253 nm, and~c! a typical n-on-p tunnel
diode with a 4 nmintrinsic spacer. Note the long decay length of the
profile in then-on-p diode, grown at 320 °C, is all but absent in thep-on-n
diodes.
J. Vac. Sci. Technol. B, Vol. 19, No. 1, Jan ÕFeb 2001
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the known surface segregation ratio. The estimated dop
concentration is the ratio of the Sbd dose to the surface
segregation ratio. The actual surface segregation ratio
nonlinear function of the dopant surface concentration ab
surface concentrations of 231013cm22, the relevant regime
for the epitaxial growth of these devices. A detailed analy
of the surface segregation ratio was previously performed
the authors.7 For the growth conditions in this stud
(NSurf,Sb5331014cm22) the surface segregation ratior, at a
growth temperature of 320 °C, is approximately
31027 cm leading to a bulk concentrationNBulk,Sb of 6
31020cm23. The surface segregation ratio also represe
the approximate thickness of Si required to incorporate m
of the d Sb dose, and explains why the profiles withL1

55 nm have measured Sb doses close to the nominal de
ited dose.

The variation in the above profiles had a strong effect
the electrical performance of the tunnel diodes. TheI –V
characteristics of ten diodes from sample No. 5/3 are sho
in Fig. 4, illustrating good uniformity in the NDR characte
istics. The peak voltage~i.e., the voltage at which the NDR
peak occurs! is shifted to higher voltage than is expected d
to the combination of high series resistance and high p
current densityJP . Table I gives the peak current densi
and PVCR averaged over at least ten diodes. In these di
the magnitude of the peak tunnel current densityJP is af-
fected by two primary components:13 ~1! the degenerate elec
tron and hole concentrationN, (JP;exp(2N21/2)) and ~2!
the spatial separationw of the degenerate doping peaks (JP

;exp(2w)). This is illustrated by the high peak current de
sities of sample Nos. 2/3 and 5/3, where the former ha
narrow peak separation and lower doping concentration
in the latter the situation is reversed. In all other cases
peak current density falls off rapidly and finally for samp
No. 5/9 no NDR is observable and theI –V characteristic is
typical of a ‘‘backward’’ diode. The PVCR behavior is mor
difficult to predict but it is clear that the diodes with high
peak current density also have higher PVCR. The high
PVCR observed for any of the diodes fabricated here w

FIG. 4. ForwardI –V characteristics from ten diodes fabricated from sam
No. 5/3. The diode diameter was 50mm.
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approximately 2~No. 5/3! and represents a significant a
vancement towards realizing complementary tunnel di
devices.

IV. SUMMARY

Si p-on-n interband tunnel diodes have been grown for
first time by MBE by exploiting the strong temperature d
pendence of the Sb surface segregation ratio. A thermal
cling technique was successfully developed that produ
tunnel diodes with PVCR of 1.7 and peak current density
nearly 3 kA/cm2. It is expected that further improvements
the structure will push the PVCR up to that presently o
tained withn-on-p diode configurations.
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